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GNEBALIZED DIPFEREPCE OPERTO1S WITH APPLICATIONS 
TO PHYSICAL SYSTS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the finite difference calculus has 

attracted considerable attention. Included in the re- 

search which has been conducted in this field is the ap- 

proximate solution of differential equations by reducing 

the problem to the solution of corresponding difference 

equations. The intent of this paper is the development 

of a method of solution of difference equations which 

would correspond as closely as possible to the aolution 

of differential equations by means of the i.1aplace trans- 

form, and an indication of the method of application to 

the solution of some physical problems which involve 

differential equations usually solvable only by some 

numerical method. 

Since the process of summation is comparable to 

Integration in the infinitesimal calculus, the transform 

will be defined in terms of an infinite summation for the 

finite difference calculus. The important simplification 

Is the transformation of a system of linear difference 

equations to a system of linear algebraic equations which 

are much more easily solved. 

Transformations defined for functions of the 

finite calculus are not new. Our transformation will be 
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immediately applicable to systems of difference equations, 

but all theorems and definitions will reduce at once to 

the classical Laplace theorems and definitions if the inde- 

pendent finite difference variable is allowed to approach 

the continuous variable. Thus the classical Laplace trans- 

form theory may be considered a special oa8e. 

In the second chapter the definitions and theorems 

are formulated after the manner o± Doetsch (2, p.40-73). 

The derivation of transforms and the various operationel 

formulas in the third chapter follow Churchill (1, p.1-59). 

Definitions, theorems, and equations, will be 

numbered consecutively in each chapter to facilitate 

rapid reference. A single number will refer to the same 

chapter, while a reference such as Theorem 3-II will mean 

the second theorem In chapter three. 

In order to clarify notation we make the following 

definitions. The difference operator is defined by 

(1) I(kh) = FUk+1)h) - P(kh) 

and in general the iterated operator is defined by the sum 

(2) 1if(kh) = I_l)P(r)P((k4.fl_P)b) 

Two types of polynomials are defined: 

(3) (kh) = h1'k(k-1)(k-2) (k-n#l) 

(4) (kh)' h"k(k+l)(kt2) '(ksn-l) 

where (khy) = (-h)''(-k)' 
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Who object function will be distinguished from the 

transform by designating it with a capital letter, usually 

P, and the transform will be designated by the small letter. 
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II. THE GEI\TEBALIZED TBAISFORMATIO.N 

The functions which we are going to consider are 

those which may be expanded in a Jewton series of the form 

n(n) 
(1) '(kh) 

(L1)flfl(kh) = k 

flEO h 

A sufficient condition for convergence of euch a series 
is due to &rland (6, p.229). 

THEQRI I: Let F(t) be an analytic function which is hob- 
morphic in the halflane R(t)a and satis- 

f'ing in this half plane the ineguality 

(2) IP(t)I rf(9)(lr,+(r) - . e 
2 2 

where t-a = re9 , f(e) cose bog(2cose) + 

OsinO and E(r) tends uniformly to zero 

as r tends to infinity. The function .i(t) 
can then be expanded in a I'ewton series 
whose abscissa of convergence does not 

exceed the greater of the numbers a 

and ß-... 

That is, if P(t) is a single valued analytic 

function of exponential order, I'(t)I Ma itt 
for 

values of t in the half plane of convergence, and pos- 

sesees a unique finite difference at every point in the 

region, it may be expanded in a Jewton series. 



DFINITIONI: iven F(kh) a function which may be ex- 

panded in a flewton series, where k is a 

positive integer, the generalized trans- 

form is defined as 

'(kh) =f(s), (3) L {P(kh) h21 
uO (li-eh) 

where h is real and positive and s jean 

arbitrary complex parameter. 

Consider the power series 

C C (J 

o n 
(U ls-eh 

f . 1. n+1 i- 

(14-eh) (li-ah) 

where the C's may be complex. The point s=oo will be a 

point in the region of convergence of the series. (Por 

it will be the only point of convergence). Assume 

the series convergent for some value s O. Prom this we 

ha ve 

(5) 00 
+ 

C1 
+ + 4- 

(ls-s0h) (l,-s0h) (l+s0h) 

C 
is convergent and um n = O. The points 

ni-1 
(is-s h) 

o 

C C C 
(6) o , i , ..., n ... 

2 ni-]. l+s0h (1+e0h) (1+e0h) 

form a sequence with a point of accumulation at -1 



Therefore, we may circumscribe a circle about - of 

radius a, which will contain all these points where 

C 
(7) n , n0,l,2, 

(l+s0h)' 

I hi-li 
Draw a circle with center at - i with radius p L° - I 

h 
I hi 

Choose 8 as a point on this new circle. This yields 

(8) 
I C 

n I n 

(l+sb)4 = I (i+e0h1 

Itlis0h)'1I I 

l+BOhfl+ll <aI( 
J 

(l4.Sh)r1 hp 

(1s0b 
k. The series ak+ak2+ak4ak4# , is 

hp 

majorant of the power series (4). The first series is a 

geometric series and converges ±or k.l, thus proving 

the theorem. 

00 c 
THEOBEL II: If the series converges for 

(l+8h)' 

8= s, lt convergee absolutely and uniformly 

for those points outside a circle with 

center at - and radius larger than 

80+ . 

Applying the (Jauchy-liadamard theorem (4, p.68) we 

obtain an expression ror the radius of convergence of the 

transform series. 
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UHOREM III: If we let p= 11m , the series 
n..00 

00 8 
is absolutely convergent 

TO (l+sh) 

li 
for si- - J p p , divergent 

h' 

si- p p . Accordir1gly, for any e'O, 
h 

there exists an N large enough so that for n'N 

IanI=I(nh)H (pi-e)11 , or an A exists so 

that for all n IhP(nh)IA(p4)11 . ¶ihen the 

(nh) 
, majorized by the series ______________ 

i (ps-e) converges for serles .* 

21 

all 
184. 

p and represents the function 

L {14'(nh)} 

COROLLARY A: since it is sufficient for (nh) tobe of 

exponential order it follows that ±(s)ls 

regular at infinity; that Is, we mu8t have 

11m f(s)=O. 
s 

Assume that .1(kh) may be expanded In a kJewton 

series with coefficients a11. Application of the trans- 

formation yields 

( a (kh) 0 a 

(9) L (F(kh)} = .I. . Z -) = 21 
I.. f:O fl:.0 



The Newton series converges for all kh = O and must there- 

fore represent an entire function. If the series 
° a 

converges at some point it converges everywhere 
PT S + 

outside a circle which passes through the point and has 

its center at the origin. .urthemore the series repre- 

sente a regular runction at infinity, we will show that 

this is the case if and only if there exists a constant 

& O for the whole function .(kh) so that (kh) (14.ah)k 

remains bounded in the whole plane. In other words the 

inequality I(kh)I .(l+ah)k must hold for kK. 

THOB IV: The necessary and sufficient condition that 

the series a 
(10) f(s) = 

nj. vo S 

(11) 

does not diverge for all e but possesses 

a finite radius of convergence p,. is that 

the series 
(kh) = 2I (kh)t 

formed from the same constants a, shall 

represent an entire function of exponential 

type. 

Proof oÍ necessity: If series 110) has a finite 

radius of convergence the Cauchy-liadamard theorem states 

that urn 
J Vt =r' .ccordingly, for &'O there is an 

n., 



N 80 that for nN, IaI-.(p+f), or an A exists so that 

for all n, IaIA(p+e) . Then the series (11) major- 

ized by the series 
A 

(p)fl 
(kh)1 

convergea ror 

all ih and represents an entire function (kh). b'urther- 

more P(kh) must be or exponential order: 

(12) I(kh)kA [i + (p+e)h] 
k 

o. 

l'roof of sufficiency: Let f(e)= h 1kh) 

(1+eh)k#1 

be a power series in (l4.sh) which converges outside the 

circle with center at s - and 1pe If flOW we 

expand each term in negative powers of sh, we have 

(13) f(s) = hZ I(kh)Z (_l)r-k()(Sh)-r-1 
hito r:k 

i 
bince the original series converges if s+ 

the second series will certainly converge if sh l+ph; 

that is, the power series in (ah)" converges outside the 

circle whose center is the point s=O and whose radius is 

l#ph. By means of the Weierstrass theorem on double 

series 13, p.48) we can interchange the order of sum- 

mation. lience we obtain 

(14) f(s) h (sh)1 Z. (_l)k_r(k)(rh) 
r.o 

But by definition we have 

k 
(15) 2.' r(k)(h) AkFO 

r o 
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Thus e bave, corresponding to .ra1er's transformation 

(6, p.3ll), 

(16) hZ -() = hZ 
k(0) 

k#i 
e (l+'Sh)k b:o (eh) 

3ince 7(kh) can be expanded in a Newton's series, 

00 

(17) 1(kh) - Z()rL(0)(kb) 
h o 

ith fl 
or '(kh) Za 

n n ' where an = t) (o). Thus the 
n o 

series in ()1 may be written 

. a- 
(18) f(s) 

B 

TEORE V: The tr 

circle 

traril, 

lar in 

conver 

nsform tunotion ie regular outside the 

s,. a. That le, r(s) is arbi- 
h 

orten airferentiabie. f(s) Is regu- 

_a region 1ying within the reg or 

ence of L {i} , ami 

(19) 
¿1t) = Çk+l)(k+j'(k#n)F(kh) 

(lsh)k 

Proof: e will denote the tiret (n#1) terme of 

the transform sum by fK(e): 

C 
(20) f(s)= h 

I 
k o 
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.1)ifferentiating with respect to s we obtain 

(21) 4(s) -h2 (k+1)1'(kh) 

o 

The tunction g(e) is derinea as 

i(kh) 
(22) gj(B) = (1+sh)x(s) h 

(1+eh) k o 

and has the derivative 

(23) ga(s) ...h'2I 
kllkh) 

ko (li.sb)Tl 

Now consider the function 

(s) K 

thZ (24) D(e) 
= As - ¼to (14.811) 

(khL_ rkh 9. 

(14]Jk#1 
149111 

¼:o 
(l#sh)k L ¿s _I 

The absolute value ot expression in brackets on the right 

hana side may be rewritten 

[kifl. 
1+sh [(1+ hs )kji] = 

i+sh 

8 (kflk#l)h' ts)2k(k+l)(k#)h3 
14.811 2 1+sh 3 

+ 

51L.sl 
k(k#1)h2[].+ S (k+2)h 

( _ ¿ß )2(k4.2)(k+3)h 

14.Sh 1+sh U 1#sh 2 

:5V1s K(Ks.1)h2(lj. 
)(K#2) 

1+sh 
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Thus for every O there is a euch that 

'kh + 
(l+sb)1 lh 

, for , where 
I [l+s#sh]k 

O..ckuK. Using this Inequality in equation (24) we have 

K 
D(s) Eb F(kh) 

I tO (1sh)1hI 
IF(khIL 

(1+ lei h)' 
EhM IF(kh)I , where M= max. 

ks. i 
of 1j.) . From this It follows that i)(s) -' O 

as,s-- O. 

1±' one applies this rrocess to then it 

also is regular in the entire plane; and 

(25) 4'(e) = (k41)(k+2)P(kb) 

In general we have 

(26) 
f(fl)(8) h"1 K ,k+n+1 

k:o 
il+sii, 

From Theorem II converges uniformly to 

f(s) outside the circle ' a. App1y now the ex- 

tension of the Welerstrass theorem on double series 

(2, p.44) as follows: Since each of the functions 

is regular in a region (, and the converge uni- 

formly to f(s) in G as K.o'o, then we have 



1. f(s) is regular in G; 

2. the derivative 4(s) converges to a limiting 

value, and this value Is 

3. this convergence is uniform in G. 

O If F(kh) = (kh) is o the order 
on 

a 
(l#ah)k it follows that f(s) 

n+l 

has af te radius of convergence, and 

have for s-a 
00 P(khJ_ 

(27) t(s) = L ((kh) = h Z (l+sh)k 

That is, f(s) may be represented by the 

infinite serles P(kh) - 
ko' 

kl 
l+sh) 

ci r cl e of conver of radius a + 

t hi s oir oie i s tangent to t he dr oie of 

convernce_of the serIes 
radius a. 

Conversely F(kh) ma sobe represented 

for all kh ythe complex integral 

(28) '(kb) = f(l+zh)kf(z) dz 

where the contourof integration Cpiy 

any circle (In the pitive _sense) with 
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center at the origin and where z a+ 

or aLeQuiva lent curve. 

Proof: Prom the theorem IF(kh)I A(1#ah)k. The 

n 
series f(s) 2 

a_ 
, where 11m \j l8n =a, Is 

e 
8n+1 

n.00 

convergent for sIa. If we substitute the above inequality 

i in the series (27), convergent for 8+ we 

= , k 
obtain f(s)= h A1L_ . This series converges for 

ko (lsh)k+l 

sIa or for a+ p0p. 
Por the proof of the second part of the theorem 

consider the integral .jrf(1+zh)kf(z) dz, where the path 

of integration is a circle with center at the origin and 

radius s= a+e-a. ior arbitrary positive k we have 

(29) Tf(14.zh)kf(z) dz _L_j'(1j.zh)1 dz. 
21T1 t1;o 

Since the series for f(z) converges uniformly along the 

path we may change the order of integration and summation, 

.0 
(1#zh)k 

dz (30) Lf(1+zh)kf(z) dz = ______ 
2Tti :21if znf 1 

Applying Cauchy's Integral theorem, 

(31) 
r(1#zh)k 

dz lrdn(1+Zh)k] 
2'TrI . n+1 , L dz , - zo 

eoa 
and finally Ç(l#zh)kf(z) dz -.i!(kh)= F(kh) 

. ;0fl 



Thus the theorem is proved. 
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Consider the single loop integral for the Beta 

fun et ion 

i ((14.sh)k 

irJ 8v+1 de 

In order to evaluate the integral 

along the small circle about the 

origin make the substitution 

i(e-Tr) 
Designating this integral by I we have e=re 

i(O-n) k i(e-) 
hre +1) re dø (32) r1e1) 

o 

. (1 
iß k 

e _ d$ s r tends to zero the or 11= 
f vive-w - 0r e 

integral does 1ikevise, provided 1(v).cO. 

i1. For the line AB make the substitutions e=xe 
i 

and - - Be . If 12 the integrai along AB we have 
h 

g (1- 
)k0iT 

(33) 12= 
iSi1ei1T(V#1T 

or I2 

(g 
X)I(V+1) 

dx . Similarly on the 
2'ti R 

line CD put s= xe1" and. designate the integral by 13: 

iirv 

(34) 13 - X)kX(V+1) dx 2i 

Adding these last two integrals and letting =y, we have 
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11EV) i j(i_y)ky('i) dy (35) 12+13= (e1'Ve 

i k -(v#1) 
ein(-1!j ((l-y) y dy 

Since i ..hV and sin(-uvj _1 , the integrai 

r(-v)r(1-v) 

around the contour becomes 

(36) 
i((i+Sh)k 

ds= hVB(k#1,_v) bvr(k#lj 

21T1) v+1 
r(-v)r(i-v) r(k+i-v)r(itv) B 

provided J(v)-O. 

In the integral on the left hand side of equation 

(36) the integrand and its partial derivatives with 

respect to y are continuous for all values of y. There- 

fore, it is permissible to differentiate with respect 

to ! under the integral sign, and the integral is an 

analytic function of V. 

Consider the derivative of 1411+v), (5, p.77): 

fl'ii,.v) 1 i 
(37) nr(1#v = 1iT L( - ;) -Y. 

where = Euler's constant. Dividing both sides of (37) by 

rci+v) we obtain 
P1+ i 

[ 
(1 

[fl (i+v) F(i+v) L 
- 

mmVm 
1) y 11m -- Using the definition 

we see that P'(i#vj. h no singularity for any value 

lr(1+v)1 
2 
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of y. Then since 

d r P k1) 1 I -i P' (1#vj 

Lrk1-V)n1V)i= F(k4.l) Lnkl:Î [fll+v)]2 

1 rk#i-ql 
r(lv) [flk+1-v] j 

the first derivative of the right hand side of (36) exists 

for all y. But 

(38) 
1 ((l#sb)k 

de b T) -j-v+i 
- r(k+l-v)r(i+v) 

ho1d for r(v)O, and as both sides are analytic for all 

y the equation is true for all v, by the principle of 

analytic continuation. 

If V is an integer, v= n, we have 

(39) L((l4-shI ds 
(n) 

2lTi 
c 

8n+1 

Thus _-ì-f(l+sh)kf(s) de auj' 
(l+sh)k 

de 
2'ti 8n#1 

a (kh)' 
-=J(kh) 

which is the same as the result obtained on page 14. 

TOOEv VII: The necessary and sufficient condition 

that a function f(s) be analytic for 

sk"- p, includin egal infinity, and 

posseesat least onesingularlty on 

and vanish at is that a function 
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(kh) ex t which is of exppnential order, 

of_vhich f(s) mai 

be expressed as a Laplace sum, 

P(kh) f(s) P(kh) may be 

obtained from F(kh) - _L. ((l+sh)kf(s) da 2i ) 
over the circle sIp#e, EO. If 

___ then 1(kh)= 

The proof follows from Theorems V and VI 

If in the special case is arbitrarily small, 

then f(s) is analytic everywhere except at s = O, and the 

theorem reads as follows: 

TEEOIE?Ç VIII: The necessary and sufficient condition that 

a function have only one singularity at 

8=0 and vanish at infinity is that there 

exist an entire function F(khLof minimal 

type IF(kh)L A(l#ah) by means of which 

_(___1 may be prosented as a Laplace sum 

for O. 
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III. EVALUATIOIJ AIID .EROPEETIES OF T1ANSFOIMS 

1. Evaluation of Transforms: Transforms for the 

more elementary functions are readily found. The trans- 

form of unity is 

h 
1 = l+sh IsI-o. (1) L(l1=h 

k:ø 
i - S' 

1- 
l+sh 

Possibly the next simplest function is i?(kh) kh: 

h2 
00 

kh (l+shiZ i (2) L fkh = h 

(l+sh) = (1- 
1 )2 

¡2 
, IsI-o. 

l#sh 

Por b'(kh) (kh)2we have 

oC h2k(2) 
(3) L {h2k(2)} = 2 21 

(1+sh) 

2th3 

- (l+sh)3 2 
, l8I;:_0. 

(1- 1h 
These three transforms defined by easily swnmabie 

series lead to the following theorem: 

TBEO1EI I: The transform of the general factorial 

polynomia1(kh),_where k and n are 
positive integers, exists snd is equal 

to --- , provided tsIO. - 8n+1 
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Proof: Using the definition for the transform sum, 

we have 
0 

h'k() (4) L (hk9 = h 
2.. k+l 
ko (l+sh, 

nhn1 

(l+sh)' n , sIO. 
i fl.i 

(i- sh' 

Consider the transform of the function (kh) 

(l+ah)k 
; 
this corresponds to e when the variable kh 

passes to the continuous variable x in the limit. 

(5) L {(1s.ah)k} = h 
Çl+ah)k 

(l#sh)k 

h 

= _-ts' -_L. IeIa. 
l+ah e-a 

l+sh 

This is easily summed since it is a geometric series. 

.rom this last transform we are led to the 

function i(kh) kh(l+ah)1, whose transform is 

(6) L {hk(l4..ah)k)= h k(l+ah)- 

h.o 
(l#sh)k 

h2 

(l+shJ2 i , s'a. 

(1- 
l+ab)2 (e-a)2 
l#eh 



ç) 

Por the transform of P(kh)= h2k(2)(l#ah)2 

we have 

(7) L{h2k2)(l+ah)2} h 
h2k(2)(14.ah)k2 

k: (lsh)k 

2 

(liT 2 , 8f-a. 
(1- 

l+ah)3 (s-a)3 

l+sh 

These last transformations lead to a theorem for 

replacing by s-a in the transform of the factorial 

polynomial. 

THEO1 EM II: The sub sti t ut ion o f s-a fo r s i n the 

transform of the factorial polynomial 

(khj)corresonds to rnultjplylng the 

object function by (l#ah)kfl 

(8) L k (1+ah)) n 

(s-a) 

Proof: Formation of the transform series gives 

L(hnk)(ltah)' h hk(l+ah)' 
k..ø (l+Bh)k+]. 

n hn+l 

= (l+sh)'" n , II '- a. 
li.ah n+l (sa)rtl (1- l#sh 

The extension of this last theorem to any object 

function leads immediately to the following theorem which 
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is of particular importance in finding inverse transforms. 

TOB III: Given any function (khJ which may be 

expanded in a Newton series the trans- 

form of the product of this function with 

(l+ab)k is of the following form: 

(9) L ((lah)kP(kh)} i 

itah l+ah 

provided IsI-a. 

Proof: Since (kh) may be expanded in a Newton 

series we have i(kh) = a(1') 
; 
multiplication by 

nao 

(l+ah)k yields (l.pah)kP(kh) = a(l.tah)1() Trans- 

\0 
forming both eides we have 

L {,(l+ah)kE(kh)) = a(l+ah)11 

'a (s-a) 

oc a 
n 

itah (s_a )n+l 

l+ah 

which converges provided Is,-a. But 

°° a 
L{F(kh)) n 

,..O 

and so L {(lah)'F(kh) - i f(8 ) IsI-a. - itab l+ah 
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TUEOIOEMIV: If P(kh) is of order l+ah)kthr9hout the 

region of convergence then 

(10) LÇtF(kh)) = sf(s) - 

Proof: The indicated operation yields 
00 F((k+l)hj - h 

° I'(kh) LP(kh = h 
h 

ks 
(lsh)k 2 (ltsh) 

I 

- (0) eh 
(1+sh) 

kto 

which may be written L{A F(kh)) = sf(s) - F(0) 

Using this last theorem we can easily find the 

transform of the second difference. 

(il) L {(A)2P(khj eL {P(kh) - Ç II(kh)l 

= s2f(s) - sì(0) - 4 P(kh)' 
b 

±epetition of this process leads to the general 

t he or em: 

THEOBM V: If P(kh) is of order (l4ah)k throughout the 

region ot convergence then 

(12) L 
{n P(kh)} = s'f(s) - sfl1k()k(kh)I 



Proof: Assi.me the theorem is true for the trans- 

form of the (n-l)st difference of P(kh): 

L 1()r_(kh)} = gfllf(5) 18n-k-k ()k(kh)t 
b 

h%o 

Then the ntb difference of P(kh) has the transform: 

L ((YI(kh)) = aL {()'(kh)} - 
o 

"-1 
= 8flf(8) - 5r-- ()(kh)I 

kio h 1k:O 

Thus the theorem is proved by mathematical induction. 

J?rom the definition of the difference operator 

we see that 

(kh) 
1((k1)h) - (13) - _________________ 

h h 

is not symmetric about the point kh. It Is easy to define 

a difference operator which Is symmetric: 

(14) 
1(kh) -J?((k-l)h) iUk#1)h) - J?Uk-1)hj 

2h 2h 

.ror the second difference a shift of one unit to the left 

will make it symmetric with respect to kh. what Is, 

(15) ()2I((k-1)h)= .'Uk+1)h) - 21(kh) + P((k-l)J 

h2 

In general we will replace d - where n is an 
- 
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even integer, by 

(16) (À)((k_ )h) 
h 2 

and for n odd by 

(17) 
- AF(kJ-LP((k-1)hj 

In order to use the generalized Laplace trans- 

formation on difference equations, we need the following 

theorem for shifting the object function. 

THliUIi1 VI: 'lthe relationship between L(F((k+n)h)} and 

L ((khj is as tollows: 

.'(kh) (le) £ {P((k+n)h)} = (lsh)ZIL (F(kh)J - h(1+sh) 
(l.eh) 

Proof: Using the definition of the transformation, 

we have 

(19) L (F k#n)h)) = h (Jk+n)h) 

(1+sh)- 

h(l+h) {F(kh) (kh) 
k#1 

I'ø (1+sh) (lsh)kthJ 

which corresponds to 
1 -1 

(20) L (.1((ki.n)h)) = (1+sb)L t.(kh)1 _hIlsh)n2 
1(kh) 

. 

kse 
(1+sh)1 

For the case where n = 1, we have 

(21) L{F((k4.l)h)) = (14-sh)L (E(kh)} - h.B1(0) 

2. Derivatives of Transforms: Consider now the 

general transformation on an arbitrary function i(kh) 
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expandable in a Newton series, 

(22) L {P(kb)} = h i(kh) 

(l+sh)k 

Take the derivative o± the transform with respect to s; 

that is 

(23) f(s) = h 
-1i) 

da 

Since i'(kh) is defined to be zero for negative kh this 

last summation may be rewritten 

o 
(1+sh)2 

° khJ((kl)h) = i (-kiuk-uh)) (24) --. f(s) = b 
da 

k:o 
(lssh)k 

Using this result we find the second derivativa in a similar 

ma nne r, 

d2 
o. 

(25) r(s) = h 
(lssh)2 

which may be rewritten 

d2 
0O (k-2Jjj = L {hk(2) (k_2)h)) (26) --- f(s) = b 

(l+sh)- 

THEOREMVII: neral derivative of a transform is 

of the form 

(27) - f(s) = L {(kh)?((k_n)h)) 
d.s 

Proof: Assume the formula correct for the (n-l)et 

derivative: 
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(2e) r(e) = L 
ds 

= h (-kh)P((k-n-1)j 
(l+sh)k 

Taking the derivative of both sides with respect to s we 

ha ve 
n 

(29) fis) = hZ (-kh)1[.-(k-ljk]F((k-n-1)h) 
d s (l4sh)2 

which may be rewritten as 

(30) f(s)=. hZ (-kh)'P((k-n)h) 
kto 

(l+sh)k 

= L 

The desired result is obtained, constituting a proof by 

mathematical induction. 

3. Integrals of Transforms: The improper 

integral of the transform does not exist, but if we 

multiply both sides of the equation 

F(kh) 

(l+sh)k+ 
by 

l+sh 
, we have 

____ 
(kh) 

l+sb 
h 

k;o (l+sh)2 

Change the variable ! to u, multiply both sides by du, 

and integrate from s to infinity: 



00 

(31) 
f)du_ J 1(kh)(1uh)2)h du 

l+uh 
s kto 

00 
F(kh) 

(k,1)h(1+sh)k 
o 

- L ÇP(kh) - \k.F1)hJ 

HECE VIII: Division of the function P(kh) by (k+l)h 

corresponds to an integration from s to 

inf1nity of the transform divided by (l+uh): 

f F(kh)' (f(u)du 
(32) Lj_1)j 

J51+uh 

4. Convolution: In order to obtain an inverse 

transformation of the product of two transforms it is 

desirable to obtain a result which will correspond to 

convolution by means of the faltung integral in the 

classical Laplace transformation. Given two transforms, 

DO 

f(s) = h 
(kh) 

and 

ko (l+sh)k 

their product may be written 

QQ 

g(s)=. h 

ko 
(l+sh)k 

p 
oO 

t( s) .g(s) = h F(kh) G(kh) 

kto (l#sh)k 
kto (l+sh)' 

or 
00 

i(s).g(s) l+5h)m 
i((m-n)h)G(nh) 

m:0 
Make the substitution m+ k+1, so that m-n = k-n-1, 



thus obtaining 

.0 

t(s).g(s) = 
i Uk-n-l)h)G(nh) 

ki 
(l+sh)k 

The second sum will be zero for k = O, so we may change 

the limits: 

.0 L-i 

f(s).g(s)= h2Z i i((k-n-l)h)G(nh) 
(lssh)- It-e 

which from the definition of the transform Is seen to be: 

f(s).g(s) = L {h((k_n_l)h)P(nh) 

DEFINITION I: The convolution of two functions ?(kh) 

and G(kh) is defined by the summation 

k-1 

(33) P(kh)4G(kh) = h 1((k-n-l)h)G(nh) 

IX: The product of the transformeof two 

functions is the transform of the convolu- 

tion of the object functions: 

(34) f(s).g(s) L{F(kh)*G(kh)} 

k-I 

Lh ((k_nl)h)G(nh)) 
r'o 

HEOIM X: Division of the transform of a function b.y 

s correspondsto a summation oftbe object 

function. In the following manner: 

k-1 

(35) . f(s) = L {h :: F(nh)) 
s 
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Proof: In the convolution formula (34) let 

f(s) .. Thus we have 
s 

i g() = L (h G(nh)' 

This process may be repeated. bor the next case we 

would bave 
'-1 k-1 

i 
(36) -vg(s) L{h2.G(nh)}. 

to 

Ve have attempted to find the transforms of the 

more common functions and to indicate the general pro- 

cedure for finding them. The few theorems listed here 

are not all inclusive; it is hoped that any additional 

transforms which may be needed in any application may 

be readily obtained in a similar manner. 
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IV. APPLICATIONS 

1. Finite Difference Solution for the Iflectjon of 

a Simply Supported Beam: Given a simply supported beam of 

length L which has a uniform loading of lbs. per foot, 
find the deflection at various points along the length 

(7, p.211). 

The prob1 involves the øolution of the two differ- 
ential equations 

AEU 2iar 
( 1 ) EI p an d 14 U 

dx dx' 

where U(x) is the bending moment and W(x) the deflection. 

Changing to the corresponding difference equation Vith 

h = we have , and the boundary condi - 

tions are U(0)=U(L)zO. The transformed equation is 

4 U(kh) = . Solving for u(s) gives 
h EIS 

U(h)1 Pi u(s) h s E153 
- 

4. - - which has the inverse transform 

2) p U(kh) = h2k 
EY kU(h) . Using the condition U(L)=O, 

hn ( n - P h2 f n we have O 2 r nU(h) , or U(h) - - 2 

Thus the solution of the first difference equ&tion is 
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TJ(kh) k(k-1)-(n-1)k .(k2_) which is identical 
I 2 2E 

with the solution of the first differential equation. 

The difference equation for W(kh), after the shift 

A2w A2w ph2 for - has been nade, is 
h2 h22EI 

where the boundary conditions are W(0)=W(L)0. Changing 

to faotorial plynotnials gives 

i2wiìi2 
[k(2)_(n_3)k_(n_1Çj a - 

h2 2E1 

tion for w(s) is 

and the transforned equa- 

s w(s)- 4 W(kh) 
ph2 2 ____ 

h 
k:o lis2 s 

Solving for w(s) , we have 

w(s) = W(hl r -_ _ (n_lfl 

h 2 2E1 E..h2s5 lis4 
3 J 

which has the inverse transfoi 

w(kh) = W(h)k + - [k(4) (n3)k ________ 
2E1L12 e 2 j 

- ph4 r+l))fll)i 
The condition W(L)'O yields W(h) - [ _ 12 j 

The following table gives a comparison between the 

exact solution of the differential equations and the solu- 

tion by using the difference equations. Multiplication of 

pL4 
the table entry by will give the deflection. 

8431 
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8 
h_L 

Differ- Differ- 
k ence Exact Ratio k ence Exact Ratio 

Method Method 

1 21 
497 72 

2 
663 497 1989 

1988 

77 
2 -- 38 77 

4 
305 38 305 

3 50 6 1585 395 317 
32 

160 81 8 107 r 160 321 

It should be noticed that since the solution iB 

obtained for an arbitrari nuiber of divisions, the amount 

of work necessary to increase the accuracy is slight4 

2. Finite Difference Solution for tho_Defleetion 

of a Beam with a Varying Ment of Inertia: Ruffner 

(9, p.62) has solved the problem of the beam with varying 

moment of inertia by using a Fourier series solution. The 

d2Y 2 

differential equation to be solved is 
dx L 

2 
where z = The length was given as 120 in. and 

1T2IEI 

was divided into 12 equal parts. The values of z were 

used as listed in the following table. 
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X Z X Z X Z 

0 0.0000 4/12 0.2980 8/12 0.3641 

1/12 0.1822 5/12 0.2945 9/12 0.4255 

2/12 0.2605 6/12 0.2915 10/12 0.3641 

3/12 0.3040 7/12 0.3220 11/12 0.2550 

The difference equation which corresponds to the differen- 

tial equation is LY 
F( (ktl)h) 

Finding the transform 

we have 2() - A LF((k+1)h)} , and solving for 

y(s) yields y(s) L iFRk+1)h)L The inverse 

transform ¡ay be 2 obtained at once by use of the convolu- 

tion Theorem 3-IX: 

(2) Y(kh) = Aldi - h22 nF((k-n)h) 

The constant A is evaluated by use of the boundary cond.t- 

tion Y(L)=0 : 
h 

A--nF((-n)h) 
L 

The final solution is 
3 -1 I'-1 

(3) Y(kh)= - ,- X nF(( - n)h) # h2 nF((k-n)h) 
P1 

or, if for negative values of the argument, we have 

F((k-n)h)0 , the solution may be written in the form: 
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Lj 

(4) Y(kh) = n [LxiF( (k-n)h)-khnF(( -n)hJ 
The deflections re caloulited at intervals of a 

quarter of the length. The following table cciapares the 
results with the Fourier series solution where the first 
five tex,rs were used. 

Position Deflection 
Difference Fourier 

Method Series 
L/4 -0.280 -0.275 

L/2 -0.38g -0.393 

3L/4 -0.308 -0.301 

3. Deflection of a Simply Supported Beam with Both 

Noxmal andEnd Loads: Consider the problevi of a simply 

supported beam subject to nornial end end loads, where both 

the normal load and the moment of inertia may vary in any 

manner whatever. Shaw (10, p.71) has applied the relaxa- 
tian method to the solution of this probli; in order to 
obtain a ccnparison we will use the same dimensions and 

conditions as in the problem whioh he discussed. 
The differential equation to be used is 

(5) - 
1 

dz2 1(I7_Ml(x)) 

M1(x) is the bending moment for the nornal loading systi 
w(x), and 1(x) is the relevant moment of inertia of the 

beam cross section. The equation may also be written 
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(6) d2Y p -4-Y--- 
dx2 EI EI 

In order to simplify notation, let a2 = 

and b = Then the oorrespouding difference equation 

(7) a2Y((k+l)h) M((k41)h) 
h2 

where M(kh) = b [k2h2- Lkh] . The numerical values of 

the dimensionless parameters are taken to be PL2 = 2.5 

wL3 and. = 0.5 and the length will be divided into ten 

equal parts with the boundary conditions Y(0)Y(L)0 
The transformed equation is 

(8) s2y(s)-A+a2(14.sh)y(s) = LÇh((k4.l)h)) 

solving for y(s) we have 

L {M (k+l)h)} 

= 2 2 F 2 2' s +a hs4a s Fa hs#a 

The second terni In (9) 18 in the convolution form; evalu- 

ation of the inverse transfoiation yields 
___ k 

[i-i 

Y(&= 
4-k _____ 

(1 - 
11 _h 
\.L -i- 

_______ h 

(i-)7[1 

(][1-L _ 
(1- 

i4l1 
r 

0t4-k a _ 
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Imposing the boundary condition Y(L)0 we find the value 

for the constant A is 0.17465 

Cciputing the various deflections and comparing 

with the exact solution we obtain the following table. The 

entries have the dimension of Y/L. 

ich L/lo 2L/1O 3L/lO 4L/lO SL/lO 

Exact 0.002732 0.005175 0.007094 0.008308 0.00872? 
Sol. 

Approx. 0.002761 0.005228 0.007103 0.008398 0.008821 
Sol. 
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TABLE OF TRANSFORMS 

F(kh) t'(s) 

1. 1 1/s 

2. Ida 
i/2 

3. k(2)h2 2/s3 

4. 

5' (l+a.h)k 1/(s-a) 

6. kh(1+ah)k 1/(s-a)2 

'7. 
k(2)h2(1+ah)k_2 2/(s-a)3 

8. k(fl)bhl(1+ah)1 nZ/(s-a) 

9. e]lth 12 

lah 
(1+sh)-e 

lo. aW h 

(1+sh) _aWh1 

11. (1+iah)k_(1_iah)k a 

2i s+a 

12. (1+iah)1+(1-iah)1 
22 s+a 

13. (l+ah)k_(1_ah)k 

2 2_2 

14. (1+ah)k+(1_ah)1C 

2 s2-a2 



15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

sin(akh) h sin(ah) 

(i+ch)2-2(14sh) cos(ah)i 

cos(akh) h[(1i.sh)-cos(ah 
(1+sh)2-2(1sh) cos(ah)i.1 

sinh(akh) h sinh(ah) 

(i+sh) 2-2(1sh) cosh(ah) ti 

cosh(akh) h [i4sh)-cosh(ah1 

(1sh)2-2(1+sh)cosh(ah)ja 

e'cos(w1th) h 1+Sh)_OahCOS(Wh 

(1+sh) 2-2(itsh) eahlcos(wh) te2' 

ealthsin(w11i) hed1sin(wh) 

(i+sh) 
2 2(1sh) ecos(vJh)Fe2 
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